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Pendulum Clocks
A Complex Machine Composed of Several Simple Machines

Simple Machines that Make a Clock Work - Discuss the Components of a Pendulum Clock. Students should be 
encouraged to find old broken clocks from home that they can take apart and examine. 

Pendulum - see Pendulum Activity
Creates a simple motion that is transferred to a set of Gears which turns second, minute and hour hands

Gears - see Gear Activities
Can Cause Objects to Turn a Different Rates - Second Hand, Minute Hand and Hour hand
Can Change Direction of Motion
Transfers Back and Forth Motion of Pendulum to Moving a Gear  which can turn the hands of the clock
Can transfer Motion in one gear to turn many gears.
Can makes Work Easier - Example: bicycle - Bicycles have up to 24 gears - Hill climbs made easier.

Springs/Weights - Source of Energy to move a Pendulum which then moves gears and hands on the clock.
Springs - Changes Potential Energy in a coiled/compressed spring to Kinetic Energy when the spring expands. 
This can then drive the Pendulum.
Weights - Slowly falling weight drives Pendulum. Gravitational Energy (Potential Energy) to Kinetic Energy

Go to the website below to see a good video on Pendulum Clocks. Also clock and time-keeping information.

Website: http://www.howstuffworks.com/clock.htm

Gears and Springs
inside an Alarm Clock 
that has been taken 
apart.
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Delta Education Gear Kit

Gears

• Demo Setup. Use the Delta Education Gear Set to Demonstrate how Gears Work. Shown above are three dif-
ferent size Gears; a Blue plastic Base with Holes; A yellow crank handle on Large Gear; and a yellow pointer 
on the small Gear. Create the setup above with students and crank. Note how the gears mesh and turn. In this 
demo case turning one gear moves two! This feature is referred to as a Gear Train.
You may also want to have students bring in different Gears from home. An Eggbeater is a good example of 
two gears causing a change in the direction on Motion and Speed.

• Demonstrate how Gears Change the Direction of Motion.
1. Place a Medium Size Gear in Hole F - Place Crank on Top
2. Place another Medium Size Gear in Hole H - Place pointer on top
3. Line up the Crank and the Pointer so that they are both pointing to a 12 O’clock position.
4. Turn the Crank Clockwise and notice how the Gears Mesh and Rotate the Pointer rotates in an Opposite 
Counter-clockwise Direction. 
5. Add a small Gear into Hole C. Describe the Changes in Motion. 

• Demonstrate how Gears can turn other Gears at Different Speeds. (ex: second, minute, hour hands)
1. Have students count the number of Gear teeth for each size ring. (Large = 30; Medium = 20; Small = 10).
2. Place a Large Gear in Hole D - Add Crank to top
3. Place a Small Gear in Hole G - Add Pointer
4. Line up the Crank and the Pointer so that they are both pointing to a 12 O’clock position.
5. Turn the Large Gear one complete rotation. Count the number of rotations in the small Gear.
(answer: number of rotations of small gear = 3). Small gear turns 3 times to one turn of large gear. 
6. Discuss why and how this action could be used in clocks. 
7. The relation of one gear size to another gear is called the Gear Ratio - in this example it is 1:3 - One turn of 
large gear makes 3 turns of small. Count teeth on small gear: 10 teeth; then large  = 30 teeth. Also 1:3 ratio.

• Demonstrate how one Gear turning can Generate Motion in many Gears at different Speeds.
1. See how many Gears can be placed on one or both boards and all turn at different directions and speeds.
2. Combine both bases and add as many gears as possible that mesh and turn. This is called a “Gear Train” and 
is used in clocks to drive many parts. Try stacking the Gears. Add rubber bands to make Pulley systems!
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Clock Graphics

Left: Alarm Clock with Second, Minute and Hour Hands that 
need to turn a different rates. Also bell must be struck at set 
time. Inside are many gears that makes the clock work.

Right and Above: Swinging Pendulum attached to Gear box. 
Swinging Motion of Pendulum turns Escapement mechanism 
that releases one tooth of gear with each swing in a rocking mo-
tion. (See above graphic with plus sign). This motion turns a Gear 
Train that turns the three hands of the clock and can ring a bell.

The Escapement mechanism causes the familiar “tick-tock” of 
this type of clock. Each tick in this case marks one second of time.

Escapement 
Gear enlarged
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Pendulums
A Pendulum is an excellent time regulator because the number of swings a pendulum takes in a given about of 
time will always be the same not matter a big or little the swinging arc is or how heavy the weight is at its base. 
The only factor that affects a pendulum’s swing is the length of the pendulum.

The number of swings a pendulum makes in a given amount of time is called the Period. The Period of a pen-
dulum is directly related to the length of that pendulum. The length of the arc swing or the weight at the base of 
the pendulum does not effect the period. This fact makes a pendulum’s perfect for creating a regular motion that 
could keep accurate time in seconds, minutes and hours. In this experiment you will test this scientific fact.

Supplies
    * A weight - Steel Washers
    * A string
    * A table
    * A watch with a second hand or a numeric seconds display on a digital watch. 

You can also do this experiment with Playground Swings - See Parish Science Park Tips Curriculum

1. For the weight you can use anything it doesn’t really matter. Tie the string to the weight. Then suspend your 
pendulum over the edge of the table so that the length of the pendulum is about 2 feet, as shown here:

2. Now pull the weight back about a foot and let your pendulum start swinging. Time it for 30 seconds and 
count how many times it swings back and forth. Write down that number. 

3. Now stop the pendulum and restart it, but this time pull it back only 6 inches initially so it is swinging 
through a much smaller arc. Count the number of swings again through the same 30 second time period. 

4. What you will find is that the number you get is the same 
as the first number you counted. In other words, the angle 
of the arc through which the pendulum swings does not 
affect the pendulum’s period. Only the length of the pendu-
lum’s string matters. If you play around with the length of 
your pendulum you will find that you can adjust it so that it 
swings back and forth exactly 60 times in one minute.

5. Change the weight attached to the pendulum and redo 
steps #2 and #3. Is the number of swings the same as with 
the first weight.
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Springs 
Potential and Kinetic Energy

Energy can be stored in elastic materials such as springs, rubber bands, bungee chords or an arrow drawn into a 
bow. When energy is stored in an elastic material it is called potential energy. 

The potential energy in clock springs results from compressing the spring by hand-turning a key that coils the 
spring. The mechanical action of a person turning the key transfers the person’s energy of turning into the coil-
ing of the spring. After coiling, the Spring contains Potential Energy.

When the spring is allowed to expand or uncoil it turns its Potential Energy into Kinetic (Motion) Energy of 
moving a Pendulum or Gear train.

1. Have students bring in different elastic materials and describe the potential and kinetic energy in the material.
Try airplanes that fly from coiling a rubber band and then releasing; Also wind-up spinning tops and other  
motion toys.

Above: Clock taken apart to show its Springs Uncoiling and Turning a set of Gears 
called a Gear Train


